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Meet Ramone.

Ramone is a barn mouse.

Far from boring, his days are full of adventure.
Ramone awakens to the loud sounds of the mooing cows. He is lucky to live in a huge barn on a cattle farm with his parents and siblings, aunts and uncles and cousins. The barn is filled with tractors and trucks, equipment and farm supplies. Best of all are the grain carts full of mouthwatering corn!
Ramone’s job, along with his cousin Jax, is to gather corn for the family. How easy should that be with those big full grain carts?

Ramone and Jax grab their knapsacks and saunter out into the barn, towards the grain cart. Suddenly, Ramone screeches to a stop. He hears footsteps and panting. Trouble is near! It’s the farmer’s two dogs, and they love to hunt mice!
Ramone and Jax sprint to the grain cart, scamper up the side, and plunge into the corn. They lay very still and silent. The dogs sniff all around the cart for what seems like hours, then finally go back outside.
Ramone and Jax peek over the edge of the cart. No dogs in sight! They quickly fill their sacks and slide down from the cart. They scoot home slowly and cautiously with the heavy loads.
Breathless and exhausted, Ramone and Jax safely arrive back to their secluded corner home of the barn.

Regardless of how simple the job may seem, every day in the barn is an adventure!